The aim of this paper is to compare calculated impulse characteristics of solid-propellant detonation rocket engines with test results. The paper describes the principle of operation and the design of impulse rocket engines that use an explosive as solid propellant. Calculated estimates of the impulse characteristics of solid-propellant detonation rocket engines (SPDREs) with a cord explosive charge are presented. Parameters of energy conversion in the combustion chambers of SPDREs in conditions of their possible use are considered. The isentropic exponent of combustion product expansion is calculated for shock processes. Calculated combustion product exhaust velocities and relative specific impulses for various explosives are presented. The calculations were made for a wide variety of explosives. All the calculated results are original. SPDREs were tested on specially made earth-banked benches. The test engines differed in dimensions, detonating cord placement in different combustion chambers, and nozzle shape and dimensions. The engines had detonating cords of different types and dimensions. A model nose cone separation and removal system with a solid-propellant detonation engine was tested. The SPDRE test methods are described. The calculated results agree with the firing test results obtained on the testing ground of the Institute of Technical Mechanics of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and the State Space Agency of Ukraine. The SPDRE energy characteristics calculated and verified by experiment may be used in the design of systems for rocket nose cone separation and removal in the dense atmosphere and in the design of explosive pushers, which are employed for the same purposes and use the same explosives.
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